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Total demand 1991 – Jan 2011: 11.4 mill. ha (EIA 2011b)

Graph 1:    Trend of annual demand for land by groups
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•Ethiopia, among other countries, has leased out 

significant areas to foreign investors

• Despite much media attention on a few large 

international cases little comprehensive information 

available on:

1. Spatial distribution of deals

2. Size characteristics & origin of investors

3. Historic trend: before & after 2007

4. Supply of land to investors

Research questions:

1) Is the current trend in large scale investments 

structurally different from past investments?

2) What type of investments can be observed in 

Ethiopia?

3) In how far does the demand for land meet supply of 

agricultural  land?

Data sources:

1) EIA 2011b: lists investment licenses for all of 

Ethiopia for the period 1992 to January 2011, which 

involve 100 hectares or more (demand for land).

2) MoARD, PM’s office & regions: Land Bank data lists 

information on available/ earmarked  land (supply) 

and how much is already given out.

3) Gambella EIA data: states how much land was 

requested and actually allocated to each investor. 

Pictures from Saudi Star Investment, Gambella, Ethiopia

1 – rice planting; 2- imported tractors; 3– Test fields with irrigation
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Source: Own calculation based on EIA 2011b

�International share increased

�Two peaks: 1st from policy; 2nd from markets

�Domestic investments account for biggest number, 

but only 3 out of the 11 mill ha (26% of demand)

�Foreign investors bigger in size (median double/triple)

�Most demand from Middle East, W. Europe, South 

Asia & North America

� Absolute: Central regions (Oromia & Amhara) 

account for most demand for land

� Relative: Investors go West & South

The material presented is part of

Baumgartner, P. (2012): Change in trend and new types of 

large-scale investments in Ethiopia; in Allan, T.; Warner, J.; 

Sojamo, S. and M. Keulertz (eds.): Handbook of Land and 

Water Grabs in Africa; Routledge: London (forthcoming)

Material and data was collected during two field stays in Ethiopia  

during 2010-11. Further research on local level impacts is on-going. 

See www.zef.de for up-coming working-papers.
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No comprehensive data on how much land actually 

given out, or under production !

•Land Bank data lists total of 5.7 mill. ha (Feb 2011)

•Already  900.000 ha (16%) had been allocated

Most potential seen in (s. Graph 2):

•Lowland-West: Gambella & B’Gumuz (fertile & rain)

•Lowland-East: Somalliland & Afar (dry)

•Centre: Some pockets in Oromia (e.g. Bale district)

Graph 2:     Land earmarked for future investment 

across regions (Land Bank Data, Feb 2011)
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•Prior to policy change in late 2010, land was mainly 

allocated through regions themselves. 

How much of Demand is met with Supply?

Data from Gambella region showed (Table 3):

• Only about a third of the area requested has been 
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1 – cleared forest, 2-canal 

work; 3– Anuak boy 

fishing;  4- Anuak house; 

5 – Alwero dam (irrigation)
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Findings:

1. Internationalization of land acquisition

2. Triggered first by policy change (since 2002); then by 

market/ price-change (2007/08 crisis)

3. Foreigners bigger in size, domestic huge in number

4. Still a lot investments in centre, BUT relative increase in 

West & South; not (yet) in East

5. No comprehensive data on total supply/ or land allocated!

6. In past, not all demand met by supply

Limitations:

1. Data (EIA 2011b) only shows demand side (not what was 

actually allocated!)

2. Supply data (Land Bank) historically limited 

3. Gambella data does not show federal level deals (e.g. Karaturi

case missing)

4. Spatial analysis limited to regional level, missing intra-regional 

change

5. Findings based around size characteristics, missing other 

aspects of investments (technology, crop, etc.)
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allocated through regions themselves. 

•Since 2010, federal level has the right to handle land 

deals involving more than 5.000 hectares.

• Data shows sharp increase of licenses given out at 

Addis Ababa (federal level) since 2003, especially for 

foreigners.

• Only about a third of the area requested has been 

given to investors (34%)

�Seems regional/local level  government institutions 

more sceptical about leasing out land

However, 

• Only information for investments handled at regional 

level (missing federal ones).

• Institutional change in Gambella region in late 2010


